
The tech~ procl~h system sut!~xcscslly mithkes s tclcQK scram m:

s. Preserve the integrity of the fud chdding.

b. Preserve the integrity of the resctor coolant system.

c. Minimize the energy which must be adsorbed following a loss~~lant accident and

d. Prevent inadvertent criticality.

This specificaion providce the limitingconditions $or opermtion necessary to preserve the abQity of the
system to perform its intended function even dunag periods wbea items)em chsnnds may be out of
service be+tuse ofnmiateaance. %hen necessary, uaechsnad maybe made inoperable ~.brief
to conduct required surveQlance.

The reactor protection system is made up of two hdependeat trip systems. Thee are usasQy her
chinnds to monitor esch parameter with two chanads in e3'ch trip system.'The outptns of the dvandva
in a trip system are cotabiaed h a logic so that eaher cimmei wQl trip that trip system. 'Qe uipying of
both trip systems wQ} ptodnce a tck~ scram The system meets the intent ofKEE 279 for aglear
power plant procection sysaias. The bases Sr the trip settings of the RPS are discamrf h the bases for
Specificadoa 2.2.1.

The maLsuremeat of response time at the specified &oqueacica provides assuratee that the protective
functions asshxiaed with each chanad are cotnpleted within the time limit asauaed h the accidaa
analysis. No credit was cakea 5x those channels with respons» times hdicated as not applicable.
Response time msy be demonstrated by aay seri'f sequential, ovcriapphg or total channel tmt

P II h 4 s ls 1 i I ~ !. s~b s Hby~ il)h
or (2) utQhiag replaced@ sensors with certiffed response emcee. * 7hu thanked

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST &equeacIce aad allowed outage tima (hOh) 5x repair and
surveiQanca teeing are based on Geaeal Electric repoct NEDC-308SM-A, Techtucal SpecHhaka
Improveama Analyses 5x BWRRetem Protection System, dated Marclt, 19$ C. The conclusion ofthis

. report is that fNwer chaIlaages e safety~sted equipment, due to less frequea tasting of the RPS,
Ihh I s ~ fn ~. 'll 6h hots ~Ms IX

hour AOT Sx sepekr of aa trip sjsamn provide eaough margin so as aot to aerie an mxhe stress on
personnel. The axle restrjictbre 5 hour repair AOT (Action la) elects the poteatisi that bah trip
sysums are degraheL

Pesetss Packet'ns Sask» E'essiense Times Dc been ~esnniee'sin ee'ie 7eJni
eat'AcikcaPAns 6+8 rdnrded'6 i."harkt 'i ofAie RM~ ~J~ uu'%e
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BASES

7hi~cha ~e-

This specification ensures the effectiveness'f the instrum'entation used to mitigate< i1e
consequences of accidents by prescribing the OPERABILITY trip.setpoints and response timeFfor
isolation of the reactor systems. When necessary, one channel may be inoperable for brief
intervals to conduct required. surveillance. Some of the trip settings may have toterances
explicitly stated where both the high and Iow values are critical and may have a substantial effect
on safety. The setpoints of other instrumentation, where only the, high or low end of the setting
have a direct bearing on safety, are established at a level away from the normal operating range.
to prevent inadvertent actuation of the systems involved.

Leak detection. temperature setpoints are selected to prevent a high energy line break by
detecting and isolating leakage below the flow rate corresponding,to critical crack size for the
respective system piping. The setpoints,are also set below fire suppression setpoints IHPCI and
RCIC) and high enough to avoid inadvertent isolation caused by normal temperature transients or
abnormal transients caused by non-leak conditions (such as loss of ventilation).

I

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function that isolates the RHR System Shutdown
Cooling is only required to be'OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 3, 4, and 5 to prevent
this potential flow path from lowering the reactor vessel level to the top of the fuel. If an
inoperable channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
completion time, the associated penetration flow path should be closed. However, if the
shutdown cooling function is needed to provide core cooling, ACTION 27 allows the penetration
flow path to remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated to restore the channel to
OPERABLE status or to isolate the RHR Shutdown Cooling'System (i,e., provide alternate decay
heat removal capabilities so the penetration flow path can be isolated). ACTION 27 must
continue until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status or the RHR Shutdown Cooling System
is isolated. Only one trip system is required in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5 when RHR
shutdown cooling system integrity is maintained meaning piping is intact and na maintenance is
being performed that has the potential for draining the reactor vessel through the system.

Except for the IVlSIVs, the safety analysis does not address individual sensor response times or
the response times of the logic systems to which the sensors are connected, For DC. operated
valves, a 3 second delay is assumed before the valve starts to move. For A.C. operated valves, it
is assumed that the A.C. power supply is lost and is restored by startup of the emergency diesel
generators. In this event, a time of 13 seconds is assumed before the valve starts to move. In
addition to the pipe break, the failure of the D.C. operated valve is assumed; thus the signal delay
sensor response is concurrent with the 10 second diesel startup. The safety analysis considers
an allowable inventory loss in each case which in turn determines the valve speed in car||unction
with the 10 second delay. It follows that checking the valve speeds and the 10 second time for
emergency "power establishment will establish the response time for the isolation functions.
However,-to enhance overall system reliability and to monitor instrument channel response time,
trends, the isolation actuation instrOmentation response time shall be measured arid recorded as a

part of the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME. < 7hIS C'/1&>f6,
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BASES

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST frequencies and allowed out of service times for repair and

surveillance testing have been determined in accordance with General Electric reports NEDC-

30851P-A, Supplement 2, Technical Specification Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation
Instr'umentation Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation, and NEDC-31677P-A, Technical

Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation.

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its specified Allowable
Value is acceptable on the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the
Allowable Value is equal to or less than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety
analyses.

7h/'S Ch+ISC

The emergency core cooling system actuation instrumentation is provided to initiate actions to
mitigate the conseq'uences of accidents that are beyond the ability of the operator to c

This specification provides the OPERABILITY requirements, trip setpoints and response time at
will ensure effectiveness of the systems to provide the design. protection, 'Although the
instruments are listed by system, in some cases'the same instrument may be used to send the
actuation signal to more than one system at the same time.

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its specified Allowable
Valve is acceptable on the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the
Allowable Value is equal to or less than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety (
analyses.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST frequencies and allowed out of service times for repair and

surveillance testing have been determined in accordance with General Electric reports NEDC-

30936P-A, BWR Owners'roup Technical Specification Improvement Methodology with
Demonstration for BWR ECCS Actuation Instrumentation," Parts 1 and 2, and RE<22, "Technical

Specification Improvement Analysis for the Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation
Instrumentation for Susquehanna Steam Elecaic Statio'n, Units 1 and 2.
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Tbe reactor pnxectioa sy¹em automatically initiates a reactor scram to:

a. Preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding.

b. Preserve the integrit of the reactor coolant system.

c. Miniauze the energy which must be adsorbed following a losswf~laat accident, aad .

d, Prevent inadvertent criticality.

This spccificatioa provides the limiting conditions for operation necessary to preserve the ability of the
system to paform its intended 5mctioa even during periods when instrument chaanels may be out of
service because ofmaintenance. When necessary. oae channel may be made inoperable forbrief intervals
m conduct required surveillance.

The reactor protection system is made up of'wo independent trip system. Thee are usuaGy four
channels to monitor each parameter whh two chaaneh in each trip sylem. %e.outpttts of the chaamh
in a trip sy¹em are combined in a logic so that either channel willtrip that trip system. 'Ihe tripping of
both trip sy¹ems will produce a reactor scram. The system meets the ieteat of IEEE-279 5x nuclear
power plant protection sy¹ems. 'ihe bases for the trip settings of the RPS are discussed hL the bases hr
Specification 2.2.1.

The measuremeat of response thne at the specified frequenchc provila assuraac» that. the protective
functioas associated with each chaaaei are completed within the the limit assumed ia the aeihaa
analysis. No credit was taha loc those chords with r»spoase thaea indicated as not applicablL
Response thne may be dealastrated by aay scrim of seqtteatial, everhpping or total channel tat
measuraneat, pmvided such ttls dctaonstrate the tool citadel rcepoase time as defiaetL Sensor

yh ~b1~(l)t ~ dhh
or (2) utilizing replacement scasorI with certified response thaaa. +

CHhNNEL FUNCIIONhL TEST heqaeacicI aad allow»d outage thaes (hOTs) 5x repair aad
surveillaace testing are based Nt General Electric report NEDC-30kllk'-h, Technical Specifica6oo
Improvement haalysos for SWR Reactor Pmesctioa System, dated March, 191k 'Ibe coodusioo of this
W hd I heal~ ~WC~8 I .Ihg hg il WK,

coaservativeiy rmalta ht a decree hL core damage frequency. Ibe 6 boar hOT 5x ~ing aad the 12
hour hOT 5oc repab of Isa trip sys~ pevide enough margin ao as not to crace an undue araa Nt
personnel. 'ib» arne tmxictive 6 boar repair hOT (hction 1+ ce5»cts the potential that bdh trip
systetns are degraded.
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"'This specification ensures 'the "effectiveness of the instrumentation used to mitigate~a
consequences of accidents by prescribing the OPERABILITY trip setpoints and response,time~o~r frau
isolation of the reactor systems. When necessary, one. channel may be inopeable for brief
intervals to conduct required surveillance. Some of the trip settings may have tolerances
explicitly stated where both the high and low values are critical and may have a substantial effect
on safety. The setpoints of other instrumentation; where only the high or low end of the setting
have a direct bearing on safety, are established at a level away from the normal operating range.
to prevent inadvertent actuation of the systems involved.

Leak detection temperature'setpoints are selected to prevent a.high energy line break by
- .detecting.and isolating. leakage.below the flow-rate .corresponding M~eel crack size for the

respective system piping. The setpoints are also set below fire suppression setpoints IHPCI and
RCIC) and high enough to avoid inadvertent isolation caused by normal temperature transients or
abnormal transients caused by non-leak conditions <such as loss of ventilation).

The Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 Function that isolates the RHR System Shutdown
Cooling is only required to be OPERABLE in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 3, 4, and 5 to prevent
this potential flow path from lowering the reactor vessel level to the top of the fuel. If an
inoperable channel is not restored to OPERABLE status or placed. in trip within the allowed
completion time, the associated penetration flow path should be closed. However, if the
shutdown cooling function is needed to provide core cooling, ACTION 27 allows the penetration
flow path to remain unisolated provided action is immediately initiated to restore the channel to
OPER'ABLE status or to isolate the RHR Shutdown Cooling System (i.e„provide alternate decay
heat removal capabilities so the penetration flow path can be isolated). ACTION 27 must
continue until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status or the RHR Shutdown Cooling System.
is isolated. Only one trip system. is required in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5 when RHR
shutdown cooling system integrity is maintained meaning piping is intact and no maintenance is
being performed that has the potential for draining the reactor v'assai through the system,

Except for the MSIVs, the safety analysis does not address individual sensor response times or
the response times of the logic systems to which the sensors are connected. For DC. operated
valves, a 3„second delay is assumed before the valve starts to move. For A.C. operated valves, it
is assumed that the A,C. power supply is lost and is restored by startup of the emergency diesel
g'enerators. In this event, a time of 13 seconds is assumed before the valve starts to move. In
addition to the pipe break, the failure of the D.C. operated valve is assumed; thus the signal delay
sensor response is concurrent with the 10 second diesel startup. The safety analysis considers
an allowable inventory loss in each case which in turn determines the valve speed in conjunction
with the 10 second delay. It follows that checking the valve speeds and the 10 second time for.
emergency power establishment will establish the response time for the isolation functions.
However, to enhance overall system reliability and to monitor instrument channel response time
trends, the isolation actuatio'n instrumentation response time shall be measured and recorded as a
part of the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME.(Q Dischunse
4 2~ 'Y I ZiN/'ACR 7~ ken 6nR
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BASES

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its specified Allowable
Value is acceptable on the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the
Allowable Value is equal to or less than the drift allowance'assumed for each trip in the safety
analyses.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST frequencies and allowed out of service times for repair and
surveillance testing have been determined in accordance with General Electric reports NEDC-
30851P-A, Supplement 2, Technical Specification improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation
instrumentation Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation," and NEDC-31677P-A, Technical
Specification Improvement Analyses for.BWR Isolation Actuation Instrumentation.

The emergency core cooling system actuation instrumentation is provided to initiate actions
to'itigatethe consequences of accidents that are beyond the ability of the operator to J

This specification provides the OPERABILITYrequirements, trip setpoints and response time
wiII ensure effectiveness of the systems to. provide the design protection. Although the
instruments are listed by system, in some cases the same instrument may be used to send the
actuation signal to more than one system at the same time.

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its specified Allowable
Valve is acceptable on the basis that the difference between each Trip Setpoint and the
Allowable Value is equal to or less than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety
analyses.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST frequencies and allowed out ot service times for repair and
surveillance testing have been determined in accordance with General Electric reports NEDC-
30936P-A, "BWR'wners'roup Technical Specification Improvement Methodology. with
Demonstration for BWR ECCS Actuation Instrumentation, Parts 1 and 2. and RE<22, Technical
Specification Improvement Analysis for the Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation
Instrumentation for Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2..
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